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about: this book  

This book recollects mundane thoughts; written 
under the influence of nomadic attitudes, as an 
attempt to reconcile with nature.   It envisions 
an alternate universe where humanity accepts 
suffering and is singled out through an 
awareness of impermanence. 

Language in the poems hints toward an 
anthropomorphic subversion, while borrowing 
imagery from science texts and presenting the 
adoption of conquering cultures so as to re-
imagine a multicultural island life. 

Nicole Fraticelli
2014



 



a sea of purposeful 
longings 

anemona

growth takes different patterns 
like in Autumn or hanging or
tuberose

the plant is inactive; 
(4) years

due to restrictive underground economies
where even mulch pushers beg 
to compost/ 

and they say depth is 
a measure of conviction 



when standing in an ocean
of emulsifiers 

poem for the fingers

hypnos quoted dreamily; 
the sun matched with the sea/ 

proximate gap; slightly 
(3) feet of condensed sky/
the sun matched with the sea
though elevations cyanosis blue 
kept inclining

van hongos tras el frances 

¿que dices de servir 
la miel con (2) manos?



Seras el responsable de la defunción orgánica 
bajo estándares poco usuales; 
con la pistola 
pegando botones,
atrapando dementes 
en redes rizomas,

sin la boca pegada a la hormiga
que aumenta su masa al consumir tus paneles





pan's laser-tag 
labyrinth

“Πάντα ῥεῖ καὶ οὐδὲν μένει”1

-Heraclitus

ennui

el estomago presiente 
alteraciones sistemáticas 
al dejar de existir repentinamente/

quedando atrás; 
conspiraciones 
alienigenas y camas verdes 
con sus respectivas amanitas 
luminiscentes   

hay frecuencias paradoxas 
en islas de tamaño reducido/
casi-fenix insular dijeron ellos

¿are goblets globular?  

1 . “All is flux, and nothing abides”



i'm licking off eyes 
since missing became commonplace; 
sharpening pupils to
grab your smiles once more 

and I treasure each sun that
flickers on your skin 
while it is laying sideways on the road. 

ridden with measles 

i'm unclear about nuclear side effects; 
unclear about the range of 
radiation pulsing quietly 

and 

i wonder where to stand still/  

when trends turn to 
#survivingmapless



#bringbackiconography

they mentioned consumption/
fast-forward sails 
and their sailors sweeping;
gamma-bursting their broken backs 
and longing absolutely 









nomadic
“ISN'T LIFE IN A WAY A JOURNEY? 

You mean tempting...dangerous...” 
-R. Crumb

safety first

our hues coalesce/
ten pounds of apt 
inclusions set 
beyond the grasp of 
turning back 

and luck is 
having (40) chairs 
you cannot sit on

roller- coaster tycoon 

charcoal was affordable 
when we stuffed mattress longings into 
empty containers 

now our chapters are 
measured through combustion; 

(2) stacks of speech 



caught in petrified air sacks
(2) asterisks running 
through moving objects 

a beast has groped the sun 

an opposable cat bends thumbtacks
on car rides; he collects speed
as hogs take him over the mountain 

(once perfected the art of staring 
blankly) 

this was a very broad cat 
-still waiting for the 
right pair of eyes-

this cat watched red dots 
and he wished to never 
catch them 







wabi-sabi

the very lows are high

stability is a design flaw/
frequent illness to the armadillo
repeatedly affected by [hemi-globular 
hemicrania] 

he'd rather tiptoe daisies 
dreading death 

run the tightrope over sharks 
instead of that 

sand-worms in my dreams

if shape was transferred you are 
vague; the liquid gold
that fills my gaps

eksplodo



soy la carnada del pez 
que se ahoga;
un sorbo de tiempo perdido

sin ser mas ni ser menos efimero
que la particula aniquilada por 
su antiparticula

escape goat artist 

Our elevation granulates 
as I expel myself from paradise 
Head lice/creamy pumpkins...Seeing,

when the moon rises over ancient lamp posts, 
the source of all good things












